In this paper we propose two languages, called Future Temporal Logic (FTL) and Past Temporal Logic (PTL), for specifying temporal triggers. Some examples of trigger conditions that can be speci ed in our language are the following: \The value of a certain attribute increases by more than 10% in ten minutes", "A tuple that satis es a certain predicate is added to the database at least 10 minutes before another tuple, satisfying a di erent condition, is added to the database". Such triggers are important for monitor and control applications.
Introduction
Modern systems, such as tra c control, securities trading and communicationnetworks, are increasingly dependent on real-time software applications for monitor and control. At the center of such applications usually lies an active database, that represents the status of the system. This database is continuously updated by (often remote) sensors, and the software is expected to respond to prede ned conditions. Often these conditions refer to the evolution of the database state over time (i.e. the database history). For example, in securities trading, the system may be requested to alert a trader when the value of a particular stock (given in database attribute A) increases by more than 10% in 15 minutes. We call such conditions temporal triggers, i.e. triggers on the evolution of the database state over time. Furthermore, one may want to specify temporal triggers that also involve external events (such as transaction-begin, transaction-commit, invocation of a method, etc.) in addition to the database history. The following temporal trigger is one such example| the value of attribute A increases by more than 10% from the time when transaction X commits to the time when transaction Y starts. Existing database management systems do not provide the capability for specifying temporal triggers. In most of them, the condition part of a rule (in Hipac 8] terminology a rule is an event-condition-action triple) refers to either the current database state, or to the transition from one database state to the next, but not to a sequence of database states.
In this paper we propose two languages based on temporal logic, called Future Temporal Logic (FTL) and Past Temporal Logic (PTL) 1 for specifying temporal triggers. As we point out in section 5, it is easier to specify certain triggers in FTL, whereas it is easier to specify certain others in PTL. Temporal Logic 24] is a formalism for specifying and reasoning about time-varying properties of systems, and therefore it is an appropriate language for specifying temporal triggers. The main feature of FTL and PTL is the use of special operators that apply exclusively to the time dimension. The temporal operators used in FTL are Until , Nexttime , and Eventually , while the ones used in PTL are Since , Lasttime and Previously . Some other examples of trigger conditions that can be speci ed in our languages are the following: "A tuple that satis es a certain predicate is added to the database at least 10 minutes before another tuple, that satis es another condition, is added to the database".
Or, "the value of an attribute stays above a certain threshold for at least 10 minutes". Or, "for a period of 10 minutes, two di erent values in the database increase simultaneously".
In addition to the languages, we present methods for processing the trigger conditions speci ed in both the languages, namely, procedures for determining when the trigger conditions are satis ed. These methods can be added as a "temporal" component to an existing database management systems, as follows. Based on a temporal trigger speci cation, we identify a set of materialized views that should be presented to the DBMS as traditional triggers. Namely, the DBMS is requested to invoke the temporal component whenever any of the materialized views changes (see 2, 3, 25] for maintenance of materialized views). When invoked, the temporal component determines whether or not the trigger is satis ed. If so, then the user is noti ed, or the associated action is taken.
Otherwise, the temporal component saves a minimum amount of information from the current database state, in order to be able to determine in its future invocations whether or not the trigger condition is satis ed. We have implemented the temporal component for a subset of FTL on top of the Sybase DBMS running on SUN work-stations.
The proposal of FTL and PTL as trigger speci cation languages is based on our experience with Net-mate 12, 13, 41] . Net-mate aims to develop a software environment for management of very large (hundreds of thousands of interconnected computers) communicationnetworks. A fault in such a network is a failure or an overload condition, and an important goal in network management is to automatically detect and recover from this exceptional condition. The current network-state in Net-mate is represented by a management information base (MIB). In the process of developing Net-mate we were faced with the need for a exible speci cation language, that enables frequent changing of the trigger conditions; these triggers should have the temporal capability o ered by our proposed languages. In 40] we developed another language for temporal triggers, however, that language does not have the expressive power of our languages.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give an informal as well as a formal presentation of our language FTL, and we illustrate its application through examples. In section 3 we present the algorithm for detecting the trigger conditions speci ed inthe language FTL and demonstrate it through an example. This section also contains the proof of correctness of the algorithm, its optimization and implementation issues. In section 4, we present the language PTL and give an algorithm for detecting triggers speci ed in this language.
In section 5 we discuss systems issues and extensions of our work. In section 6 we compare our work with the existing relevant work. 2 The Temporal Logic FTL
The Model
We assume that the database is composed of variables of various types, such as relations, objects, etc. We refer to these variables as database variables. A database state is a mapping that associates a value from the appropriate domain to each variable. The formulas of the logic FTL are interpreted over database histories. A
Syntax
The formulas of FTL use two basic future temporal operators Until and Nexttime . Other temporal operators, such as Eventually , can be expressed in terms of the basic operators. The symbols of the logic include various type names, such as relations, integers, etc. These denote the di erent types of the variables and constants in the database. We assume that, for each n 0, we have a set of n-ary function symbols and a set of n-ary relation symbols. Each n-ary function symbol denotes a function that takes n-arguments of particular types, and returns a value. For example, + and * are function symbols denoting addition and multiplication on the integer type. Similarly, ; are binary relation symbols denoting arithmetic comparison operators. The functions symbols are also used to denote retrieval queries on databases. For example, consider the following relational query, BUSY-LINKS, that retrieves all busy links from a relation called TRAFFIC-ON-LINK (the relation contains tuples consisting of a link name and the tra c on that link):
RETRIEVE (TRAFFIC-ON-LINK.name) WHERE TRAFFIC-ON-LINK.tra c 100
The above query is represented by the function symbol BUSY-LINKS, that takes a single argument which is a binary relation, and returns a unary relation. Functions of arity zero denote constants and relations of arity zero denote propositions.
In addition to database variables, we assume that we have another set of variable names, called global variables 3 . Each one of these variables is associated with a type. The global variables are used with the assignment quanti er, in order to capture values derived from the database at di erent instants of time. Speci cally, the global variables retain the results of queries executed on di erent states of the history. The use of these variables will be clear when once we de ne the syntax and semantics of the logic. We assume that there is a special database variable called time, and its value denotes the time stamp associated with the database state.
The formulas of the logic are formed using the function and relation symbols, database variables and global variables, the logical symbols :;^, the assignment quanti er , square brackets ; ] and the temporal modal operators Until and Nexttime. In our logic, the assignment is the only quanti er. It binds a global variable to the result of a query in one of the database states of the history. A term is a variable or the application of a function to other terms. For example, time + 10 is a term; if x; y are variables and f is a binary function, then f(x; y) is a term; the query BUSY-LINKS speci ed above is also a term. Well formed formulas of the logic are de ned as follows. If t 1 ; :::; t n are terms of appropriate type, and R is an n-ary relational symbol, then R(t 1 ; :::; t n ) is a well formed formula. If f and g are well formed formulas, then :f, f^g, f Until g, Nexttime f and ( x t]f) are also well formed formulas, where x is a global variable and t is a term of the same type as x that does not contain any global variables; such a term t may represent a query on the database. A global variable x appearing in a 3 The global variables are similar to the rigid variables in 24] formula is free if it is not in the scope of an assignment quanti er of the form x t]. A formula without any free global variables will be called a trigger condition, or, in short, a trigger. We present below some example formulas in the logic. If the query called traffic(link1) retrieves the tra c on link1 in a communication network, then the following formula asserts that the tra c on link1 continues to be zero until it jumps to 100: tra c(link1 ) = 0 Until tra c(link1 ) = 100.
The formula given below, which uses the assignment and the nexttime operators, indicates an update of tra c on link1:
This formula should be read as follows: if the global variable x denotes the value of tra c(link1) in the present state, then the value of tra c(link1) in the next state is not equal to x. Notice how we used the global variable x to capture the value of tra c(link1) in the rst state and compared it with the value of tra c(link1) in the next state. Traditional database triggers re when a certain update occurs (e.g. the tra c on link1 increases). The above example shows that these triggers can be elegantly speci ed in our logic using the Nexttime and the assignment quanti er.
Semantics
Intuitively, the semantics are speci ed in the following context. Let s 0 be the state of the database when a trigger f is activated. At each future database state s i , the formula f is evaluated on the history starting with s 0 and ending with s i . If f is satis ed then the trigger is red, namely the user is noti ed or the associated action is executed; in addition, f is reactivated starting at the next database state s i+1 .
We de ne the formal semantics of our logic as follows. We assume that each type used in the logic is associated with a domain, and all the variables of that type take values from that domain. We assume a standard interpretation for all the function and relation symbols used in the logic. For example, denotes the standard lessthan-or-equal-to relation, and + denotes the standard addition on integers. Global variables capture information from various database states in the history. For this reason, we will de ne the satisfaction of a formula at a state on a history with respect to an evaluation, where an evaluation is a mapping that associates a value with each global variable. For example, consider the formula mentioned above, x traffic(link1)] Nexttime traffic(link1) 6 = x, that is satis ed when the tra c on link1 is updated. The satisfaction of the subformula traffic(link1) 6 = x depends on the result of the query that retrieves the tra c on link1 from the current database, as well as on the value of the global variable x. The value assigned to x is the value of the tra c on link1 in the previous database state.
The de nition of the semantics proceeds inductively on the structure of the formula. If the formula contains no temporal operators and no assignment (to the global variables) quanti ers, then its satisfaction at a state of the history depends exclusively on the values of the database variables in that state and on the evaluation. A formula of the form f Until g is satis ed at a state with respect to an evaluation , i one of the following two cases holds: either g is satis ed at that state, or there exists a future state in the history where g is satis ed and until then f continues to be satis ed. A formula of the form Nexttime f is satis ed at a state with respect to an evaluation, i there is a next state and the formula f is satis ed at the next state of the history with respect to the same evaluation. Note that, for all f, the formula Nexttime f is not satis ed in the last state of a history. A formula of the form x t]f is satis ed at a state with respect to an evaluation, i the formula f is satis ed at the same state with respect to a new evaluation that assigns the value of the term t to x and keeps the values of the other global variables unchanged. A formula of the form f^g is satis ed i both f and g are satis ed at the same state; a formula of the form :f is satis ed at a state i f is not satis ed at that state.
In our formulas we use the additional propositional connectives _ (disjunction), ) (logical implication) all of which can be de ned using : and^. We will also use the additional temporal operators Eventually and Always which are de ned as follows. The temporal operator Eventually f asserts that f is satis ed at some future state, and it can be de ned as true Until f. The temporal operator Always f asserts that f is satis ed at all future states, including the present state, and it can be de ned as : Eventually :f.
We would like to emphasize that, although the above context implies that f is evaluated at each database state, our processing algorithm avoids this overhead by specifying a set of materialized views to the database management system; the evaluation takes place only when one of the materialized views changes, i.e., only when an update that is relevant to f occurs. The algorithm performing the evaluation is given as a parameter the set of changes to the materialized views.
Examples
The following formula, called OVERLOAD, uses the assignment quanti er and the Eventually operator. It indicates that the tra c on link1 doubles within ten minutes. The formula states that there exists a future state such that: if x; t denote the values of tra c(link1) and time in that state, then there exists another state after it in which the value of tra c(link1) is at least 2x and the time is less than or equal to t + 10. Here, x and t are global variables. We split the formula over two lines. ( Eventually (traffic(link1) 2x^time t + 10)). Now consider a trigger that is to re when the tra c on any link doubles, not just when the tra c on link1 doubles. Let Tra c-on-Link be a relation that contains link names and the tra c on each link. The new trigger can be speci ed in our logic by a modest modi cation to formula A above. Speci cally, the following formula asserts that the tra c on some link doubles within ten minutes. In the above formula query1 is a traditional database predicate. It refers to two relations x and Traffic ? on?Link each of which has two attributes name and traffic. This predicate evaluates to true if there is a tuple t in x and a tuple u in Traffic ? on ? Link such that u:name = t:name and u:traffic 2(x:traffic). This predicate can easily be speci ed in any relational query language, e.g. SQL.
In the above logic, we are explicitly using the time variable to compare the time at di erent points on the history. We can make the formulas more readable by omitting the time variable from the formulas, and using time constants as subscripts of temporal operators. To do so, we augment the language with bounded modal operators of the form Until c , Until c and Until =c , where c is some positive constant. Intuitively, f Until 10 g asserts that within ten minutes the formula g holds, and until then f continues to hold. We also use the bounded operators However, this trigger can be speci ed in our logic by the formula g Until 50 True where g is the following formula.
The formula g Until 50 True states that the property g is satis ed continuously for at least the next 50 minutes, where g states the following property: if x,y denote the values of tra c(link1) and tra c(link2) in the present state, then in the next state traffic(link2) 2y if traffic(link1) 2x.
Detection Of Trigger Conditions in FTL
In this section we present a method for detecting if a given trigger condition, speci ed in FTL, is satis ed by a database history. We let f denote the given trigger condition. We describe a component that should be added to a database management system in order to process the condition f. This component works as follows. It presents the database queries that appear in f as materialized views to the database management system. The component is activated by the database management system whenever a database update occurs. The component uses the following algorithm to determine if the trigger condition f is satis ed by the database history up to the current state. We make the assumption that the database is referred to using the materialized views; that is, all predicates referred to in the formulas only involve the views, the global variables, and the time variable.
Informal Description of the Algorithm

Requirements Graph
The algorithm maintains a directed, rooted, acyclic, and-or graph G, called the requirements graph. The nodes of G are classi ed as and-nodes or as or-nodes with the root being an or-node. All the terminal nodes (i.e. nodes having no outgoing edges) of the graph are also or-nodes. Each or-node of the graph is marked with a requirement. A requirement is a pair of the form (g; ), where g is a component formula of the original formula f (or the negation of such a formula), and is an evaluation on those global variables that appear free in g. Recall that an evaluation is a mapping that assigns values to the global variables; the assigned values are instances of the materialized views in some past database states. We say that a requirement, (g; ) is satis ed by a history if the history satis es the formula g with respect to the evaluation .
The root node of G is labeled with the requirement (f; ) where f is the trigger formula. The graph G can be considered as the syntax diagram of a boolean formula over boolean variables representing the terminal requirements (i.e. requirements marking the terminal nodes). This boolean formula denotes which subsets of the terminal requirements need to be satis ed by the future history, in order for the trigger condition f to be satis ed by the entire history.
The following example illustrates the intuition behind the construction of G. Consider the formula f given by Eventually (P^(Q Until R)) where P; Q and R are predicates on the database state. Intuitively, f is satis ed in the following cases. Either P^(Q Until R) is currently satis ed (i.e. in the rst state), which means P is satis ed in the current state and Q Until R is currently satis ed, or Eventually (P^(Q Until R)) is satis ed by the future history starting from the next state. The rst of the above cases is further decomposed into the following subcases: P and R are satis ed in the current state, or P and Q are satis ed in the current state and Q Until R is satis ed by the future history starting from the next state. Now, assume that P and Q are satis ed by the current database state, while R is not satis ed by it. From the above analysis, it should be easy to see that the only way Eventually (P^(Q Until R)) can currently be satis ed is if the future history satis es either of the formulas Q Until R or Eventually (P^(Q Until R)). This is indicated by the graph G which has the following nodes and edges after the rst state (i.e. rst update). There is an edge from the root to two and-nodes, denoted by x and y. There is an edge from node x to a terminal or-node labelled with the rquirement (Q Until R; ), and another edge from y to another terminal or-node labelled with the requirement ( Eventually (P^(Q Until R)); ).
In the above example, both the and-nodes have only one successor. In general, the and-nodes may have more than one successor. For example, consider the formula f = f 1^f2 where f 1 is given by the previous formula and f 2 is Q Until R 0 . Assume that in the rst state P and Q are satis ed, while R and R 0 are not satis ed. In this case, using the previous arguments, it should not be di cult to see that G will have two and-nodes x and y as above, each having an additional terminal successor node marked with the requirement (Q 0 Until R). The requirements graph for this case is given in gure 1.
In the above example, all the evaluations were empty due to the fact the trigger did not have any global variables. In general, this may not be the case. The evaluations in the terminal requirements of G capture the information (from the past history) that is necessary in order to determine whether or not the trigger condition holds.
We say that a requirement (g; ) is a temporal requirement if g contains at least one temporal operator, otherwise we call it a nontemporal requirement. Note that the satisfaction of a nontemporal requirement only depends on the current state, not on the future history.
In summary, the graph G captures the information about the past history that is needed to monitor the trigger condition. It also speci es which combination of the di erent terminal requirements need to be satis ed by the future history in order for the trigger to be satis ed.
Overview
We assume that the database history starts when the trigger is entered. Every new update extends the history by appending the new database state to the current history. Whenever at least one of the materialized views is updated, the following algorithm will be executed. The algorithm is informed which views have changed, and what the changes are. The algorithm accesses the views during its execution. For ease of exposition, we assume that during the execution of the algorithm no further database updates will be allowed. In the Discussion section we will explain that this is not necessarily so.
As explained before, the algorithm maintains the requirements graph G. Each or-node of the graph is marked with a requirement. The graph is divided into levels numbered starting from 0 onwards. Level i corresponds to the i th database update. Each level is divided into a sublevel of and-nodes, followed by a sublevel of or-nodes.
The edges in the graph only connect the or-nodes of a level to the and-nodes of the next level, or the and-nodes of a level to the or-nodes of the same level. For example, in gure 1, the nodes x,y form the and-sublevel and the terminal nodes form the or-sublevel of a single level.
The root node is an or-node and is the only node at level 0. The marking (g; ) of an or-node at level i ? 1 denotes a requirement on the future history beyond the i ? 1 st update.
When the trigger is rst entered into the system, the graph is initialized to contain the root node, and it is marked with the requirement (f; ). After i?1 updates the graph would have been generated up to level i?1. In this graph, each or-node at level i ? 1 is a terminal node. When the temporal component is invoked after the i th update, the graph G is extended. Additionally, a labeling procedure is executed. In this procedure each node v of G is labelled with two boolean values, label 1 (v) and label 2 (v). These labels are computed from scratch during each invocation. label 1 (v) pertains to the history up to the i th update, while label 2 (v) pertains to the future history. More speci cally, label 1 (v) will be set true if the history up to the i th update satis es the requirement labelling v; otherwise it will be set to false. label 2 (v) will be set true if some extension of the history beyond the i th update can satisfy the requirement labelling v; otherwise it will be set to false. Now we discuss the steps of the algorithm executed as a result of the i'th update in further detail. Consider a terminal node u of the requirements graph G. Let r = (g; ) be a requirement with which u is marked. The procedure given in the next subsection is applied to the requirement r to compute a collection C u of sets of requirements. For each C i in C u , all the non-temporal requirements in it are evaluated in the current database state. Any C i containing at least one of the non-temporal requirements that is not satis ed in the current database state, is immediately deleted from C u . This means that for each C i remaining in C u , all non-temporal requirements are satis ed. If C u contains at least one set all of whose requirements are non-temporal, then label 1 (u) is set to true; otherwise, it is set to false. If C u is non-empty then label 2 (u) is set to true; otherwise, it is set to false. Note that if label 2 (u) is set to false then label 1 (u) would also have been set to false. After this, all the sets that only contain non-temporal requirements sets are deleted from C u . Therefore, each C i 's remaining in C u satis es the following condition. C i contains a temporal requirement, and all its nontemporal requirements are satis ed in the current database state.
After the above procedure, the values of label 1 (u) and label 2 (u) are propagated upwards, i.e. to lower levels, in a straight-forward manner. See step 2 in the formal description. label 1 ( ) will be set to true by the above procedure i the history up to the i th update satis es the trigger.
In this case, the trigger will be red. The condition label 2 ( ) = false implies that the the history up to the i th update and no future extension of it can satisfy the trigger. If label 2 ( ) = false then the user is noti ed that the trigger can never be satis ed.
If neither of the above conditions is satis ed then the graph G is extended to the next level as given in step 4 of the formal description. After this the temporal component is exited.
Generating Sets of Requirements
The input to this step of the algorithm is a single requirement r of the form (g; ) marking a terminal node in the graph G. It returns a collection C of sets of requirements. Each requirement in each set of the returned collection , i.e. C, is either a non-temporal requirement or is a temporal requirement of the form ( Nexttime h; ), i.e. the temporal formula in the requirement starts with the Nexttime operator.
The algorithm uses a special state predicate called last-state. This predicate is introduced only for convenience in the description of the algorithm, and is not interpreted in the database history. When the temporal component is exited, none of requirements in the sets belonging to C refer to this predicate. However, during the execution of the algorithm some of the requirement sets may contain a requirement of the form (last-state; ). The presence of this in a requirements set indicates that all the requirements in that set should be satis ed by the history up to the present state, i.e. the present state is the last state. For example, during the execution of the algorithm if a requirements set contains the requirements (last-state; ) and (P Until Q; 0 ), then this requirements set indicates that Q should be satis ed in the present state, and its satisfaction cannot be postponed to the next state, since it is assumed that there is no next state.
The algorithm maintains a collection C of sets of requirements, which is rst initialized to contain the singleton set f(g; )g. During the execution of this step, the algorithm updates the collection as follows.
In this procedure the algorithm chooses one of the sets C in C, and a temporal requirement (e; ) in C such that the outermost connective of the formula e is not the Nexttime operator. It takes one of the following actions, depending on the outermost connective of the formula e. The following cases are considered.
The outermost connective of e is the temporal operator Until , and e = g Until h. The formula e is satis ed in the current state if either h is satis ed in the current state, or g is satis ed in the current state and g Until h is satis ed in the next state. Using this observation, we replace C by the following two sets. The rst set is obtained from C by replacing the pair (e; ) by the pair (h; ); this corresponds to the rst possible way of satisfying g Until h. The second set is obtained from C by replacing the requirement (e; ) by the two requirements (g; ) and ( Nexttime (g Until h); ); this corresponds to the second possible way of satisfying g Until h.
The outermost connective of e is the assignment quanti er, and e = x t]g. The formula e is satis ed with respect to the evaluation , i the formula g is satis ed with respect to the evaluation 0 where the value of 0 (x) is the value of the term t in the current database state and for every other variable y, the value of y in 0 is same as its value in . The value of the term t in the current database state is retrieved from the materialized views. The requirement (e; ) in C is replaced by the requirement (e; 0 ).
The outermost connective of e is^, and e = g^h. Clearly, e is satis ed i both g and h are satis ed. The requirement (e; ) in C is replaced by the two requirements (g; ) and (h; ).
The outermost connective of e is :, and e = :e 0 . In order to process this case, we need to \push the negation down" in the formula e; we achieve this e ect by considering the outermost connective of the formula e 0 .
In other words, we consider the next outermost connective. We divide this case into the following subcases depending on the outermost connective of the formula e 0 .
{ If the outermost connective of e 0 is also :, i.e. e 0 = :g, then the requirement (e; ) is satis ed i the requirement (g; ) is satis ed. The requirement (e; ) in C is replaced by (g; ).
{ The outermost connective of e 0 is Until , and e 0 = g Until h. In this case e = :(g Until h), and it is satis ed at the current state i g and h are both not satis ed at the current state, or h is not satis ed at the current state and : Nexttime (g Until h) is satis ed in the current state. This observation can be seen from the de nition of the semantics of the Until operator. In this case, the set C in C is replaced by the following two sets: the rst set is obtained from C by replacing the requirement (e; ) by the to requirements (:h; ) and (:g; ); the second set is obtained from C by replacing the requirement (e; ) by the two requirements (:h; ) and (: Nexttime (g Until h); ).
{ The outermost connective of e 0 is^, and e = :e 0 = :(g^h). Clearly, e is satis ed i one of :g and :h is satis ed. The set C is replaced by the following two sets: the rst set is obtained from C by replacing the requirement (e; ) by (:g; ), and the second set is obtained from C by replacing the requirement (e; ) by (:h; ).
{ The outermost connective of e 0 is the assignment quanti er, and e = :e 0 = : x t]g. From the semantics of the assignment quanti er, it is easy to see that :
x t]g is satis ed i x t]:g is satis ed. The requirement (e; ) in C is replaced by the requirement ( x t]:g; ).
{ The outermost connective of e 0 is Nexttime , and e = :e 0 = : Nexttime g. In this case, it should be easy to see that the formula : Nexttime g is satis ed i either there is no next state, i.e. the current state is the last state of the history and hence the state predicate last-state is satis ed in the current state, or Nexttime :g is satis ed, i.e. there is a next state and :g is satis ed in that state. The set C is replaced by the following two sets. The rst set is obtained from C by replacing the requirement (e; ) by (last-state, ). The second set is obtained from C by replacing (e; ) by ( Nexttime :g; ).
The above transformations to the collection C are carried out until each of the requirements in all the sets is either nontemporal, or is of the form ( Nexttime g; ), i.e. the formula starts with the Nexttime operator. Notice that only temporal requirements whose formulas do not start with the Nexttime operator are replaced by the above algorithm. Whenever such a replacement takes place, the formula in each of the newly added requirement either starts with the Nexttime operator, or its length is less than the length of the formula in the requirement that is replaced. For this reason, it should be easy to see that the above procedure terminates with the collection of sets satisfying the desired property.
After the termination of the above procedure, any set C that contains a requirement of the form (last-state; ) and a temporal requirement will be removed. Also any set that contains con icting requirements, i.e. two requirements of the form (g; ) and (:g; ), will also be removed. In the resulting collection, all requirements of the form (last-state; ) will be deleted from all the sets. The resulting collection is returned.
Formal Presentation
A more formal description of the algorithm, overviewed in subsection 3.1.2, is given below. The algorithm maintains a directed, acyclic, and-or graph G. In this graph, with each node u we maintain three elds type(u), mark(u) and level(u). type(u) denotes if u is an and-node or it is an or-node. mark(u) gives the requirement associated with u. This eld is de ned only for the or-nodes. level(u) gives the level number of u. If level(u) = i then u was created when the temporal component was invoked after the i th update to the database. When the trigger is entered, G is initialized to contain a single node u with type(u) = or,mark(u) = (f; ) and level(u) = 0. After each update the following algorithm is executed.
This algorithm uses a procedure comp-sets() which takes as argument a single requirement and returns a collection of requirements sets. This function essentially implements the algorithm given in subsection 3.1.3.
1. For each terminal node u in G, perform the following steps.
(a) C u = comp-sets(mark(u)); (b) The collection of requirements sets C u has the following property: each temporal requirement in all the sets is of the form ( Nexttime g; ). Delete from C u those sets that have at least one nontemporal requirement that is not satis ed in the current database state.
(c) Save C u for later use. Set label 1 (u) and label 2 (u) as follows. If C u contains at least one set all of whose requirements are non-temporal, then set label 1 (u) = true; otherwise, set label 1 (u) = false. After this, if C u is non-empty then set label 2 (u) = true; otherwise, set label 2 (u) = false. From C u , delete all sets that only contain non-temporal requirements.
2. For each non-terminal node u, compute label 1 (u) and label 2 (u) from the terminal nodes to other nodes in decreasing level numbers as follows. For each and-node (resp., or-node) u, label 1 (u) and label 2 (u) are set to the conjunction (resp., disjunction) of the corresponding values of its successors.
3. If the above procedure sets label 1 ( ) = true (recall that denotes the root node), then notify the user that the trigger is satis ed, and reactivate the trigger by initializing the graph G to consist of a single or-node The procedure comp-sets is given below. It takes as argument a requirement (g; ). It computes a collection C of sets of requirements. It rst initializes C to contain the single set f(g; )g. After this it updates C using the following iterative procedure.
While there exists a temporal requirement (e; ) in some requirements set C of C such that e does not start with Nexttime operator do if e = g^h then replace (e; ) in C by the requirements (g; ) and (h; ); if e = x t]g then replace (e; ) in C by (g; 0 ) where 0 (x) is the value of the term t in the current database state, and for each other global variable y that is free in e, 0 (y) = (y); if e = g Until h then replace the set C by the two sets C 1 = C ? f(e; )g f(h; )g and C 2 = C ? f(e; )g f(g; ); ( Nexttime e; )g; if e = :(g^h) then replace C by the two sets C 1 = C ? f(e; )g f(:g; )g and C 2 = C ? f(e; )g f(:h; )g; if e = : Nexttime g then replace C by the two sets C 1 = C ? f(e; )g f(last-state, )g and C 2 = C ? f(e; )g f( Nexttime :g; )g; if e = :(g Until h) then replace C by the two sets C 1 = C ? f(e; )g f(:g; ); (:h; )g and C 2 = C ? f(e; )g f(:h; ); (: Nexttime (g Until h); )g; if e = :(:g) then replace the requirement (e; ) in C by the pair (g; ); if e = :( x t]g) then replace the requirement (e; ) in C by ( x t]:g; ); End of do From C, delete any set that contains con icting requirements, i.e. requirements of the form (g; ) and (:g; ).
Also delete any set that contains a requirement of the form (last-state; ) and a temporal requirement. Delete any requirement of the form (last-state; ) from all the sets in C. Return the nal value of C.
Example
We illustrate the operation of the algorithm using the OVERLOAD trigger given by the formula (A) in section 2. For the purpose of exposition we denote this formula by f, and rewrite it as f = Eventually g where g = x traffic(link1)] t time]h, h = Eventually l, and l = (traffic(link1) 2x^time t + 10)). In the operation of the algorithm, we use the equivalences, Eventually g (true Until g) and Eventually l (true Until l). Note that g; h and l are all subformulas of f. When the trigger is activated, the graph G has only one node marked with the requirement (f; ). Now consider the database history given below. In each database state, we only give the value of traffic(link1) since that is the only database variable that appears in our history. Successive elements of the history are given by a pair where the rst component of the pair is the value of traffic(link1), and the second component is the value of time. The history has the following elements: For this example, whenever the temporal component is entered the graph G satis es the following properties.
All the and-nodes in G have only one successor since the formula does not have any conjunction of subformulas containing temporal operators. Thus, the trigger f is satis ed by a future history i any of the requirements In addition, we also show the collection C u after step 1a and after step 1b. At each of these steps, each set in C u is a singleton set, and we simply show the corresponding requirement contained in it. Each requirement is indicated by a triple, or by a pair if the evaluation is empty; in case of a triple, the rst component gives the formula, and the next two give the values of the variables x and t, respectively.
At the rst state: The requirements graph after the third update is shown in gure 2. In this gure all nodes are and-nodes and all nodes are or-nodes.
Correctness and Optimization
Correctness
We prove the correctness of the previous algorithm and discuss some important optimization techniques.
The following theorem asserts the correctness of the algorithm. Because of space limitations the proof is omitted. It can be found in 36]. THEOREM 3.1: Consider an invocation of the temporal component. Let h be the history since the time when the trigger f is entered or reactivated. During the execution of step 3, the algorithm indicates the satisfaction of the trigger condition f i h satis es f. Also during this step, if the algorithm indicates that the trigger will never be satis ed then, for every possible future history h 0 , hh 0 does not satisfy f.
Optimization
The algorithm can be optimized to further eliminate certain requirements sets that will never be satis ed. For example, currently substitution of values for global variables occurs only in nontemporal formulas (in step 1b of the algorithm). If the resulting formulas are not satis ed in the current database state, then the corresponding sets of requirements are eliminated. We can modify the algorithm to substitute for certain global variables (such as variables containing past time values) in temporal formulas as well. If such formulas are found to be unsatis able, the corresponding requirements sets will be eliminated in step 1b. For example, after substitution of the values in a temporal formula assume that the resulting formula is Eventually (g^time c), where c is a constant.
Recall that time is the time-stamp variable. Now, if the value of the current time-stamp is greater than c, then it is obvious that the current database state and none of the future database states will satisfy the above formula, because the time-stamp value is always increasing. In this case, the corresponding requirement and the associated requirements set can be eliminated. This type of optimization is particularly useful for formulas with bounded temporal operators. The e ect of this optimization in our OVERLOAD example is that the algorithm will only maintain the tra c on link1 for the last ten minutes.
Implementation
We brie y discuss here some of the implementation issues of the above procedure, particularly the maintenance of the evaluations in the requirements sets. We will describe the data structures needed to maintain these evaluations using the facilities of the DBMS. We will discuss this issue focusing on the relational data model, but the ideas can be easily extended to the object-oriented model. Our implementation involves maintaining some auxiliary relations R xi . For the object-oriented model, each one of these relations can be made into an object class.
We assume that in the original trigger f, for each global variable x, there is exactly one assignment of the form x q] where q is a database query. (If this condition is not satis ed, then we can rename the global variables to satisfy it). Clearly, all occurrences of x are within the scope of such an assignment quanti er because f has no free variables. q is a materialized view de ned on the underlying database. We call q the query that x represents. Now consider any requirement of the form (g; ). Clearly, the satisfaction of the requirement depends only on the values assigned to the global variables that are free in g. Thus, in each requirement it is enough to maintain the values of (x) for each x free in g. Let the free variables in g be x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x m , and let q 1 ; q 2 ; :::; q m be the queries denoted by these variables, respectively. Clearly, (x i ) is the value of the query q i in a past database state. We store the above requirement as an m + 1 tuple whose rst component is the subformula g. Its i + 1st component, for i > 0, is given as follows. If the value retrieved by q i is always a single value, then we store (x i ) as the i + 1st component of the tuple. For example, consider the OVERLOAD trigger in subsection 3.3. In this trigger there are two global variables, x and t. The queries assigned to these variables only retrieve single values, and each requirement set has only one requirement. An instance of a requirement set is f(h; 10; 1)g where h is the subformula Eventually (traffic(link1) 2x^time t + 10)). Then 10,1 are the values of x and t respectively.
If q i retrieves a relation, then the i + 1st component is simply the value of some past time-stamp t, and in this case (x i ) is retrieved as a selection followed by a projection operation on an auxiliary relation R xi using the value of t. This will be made precise after the next paragraph.
Now we de ne the auxiliary relation R xi . Intuitively, R xi captures the tuples of the materialized view de ned by q i on some past database states as follows. If q i retrieves a k-ary relation, then R xi has k + 2 attributes. The rst k attributes denote a tuple in a materialized view de ned by q i , and the last two attributes are the time attributes beg-time and end-time; they specify the beginning and ending of the time interval during which this tuple is in the materialized view, namely, is valid. If this tuple is currently valid, then the value of the attribute end-time has some large value, say MAX. Initially, R xi is set so that the projection on its rst k attributes is the view de ned by q i on the initial database state, and in all the tuples the value of the beg-time attribute is set to the initial time stamp, and the value of the end-time attribute is set to MAX.
Subsequently, if the materialized view de ned by q i changes, then R xi is updated as follows. Assume that A and D, respectively, are the sets of tuples added to and deleted from the materialized view due to the change in the database state. Upon invocation, these are passed as parameters to the temporal component. Before deriving new requirements sets, the rst major step updates the auxiliary relations as follows. For each tuple a = (a 1 ; :::; a k ) 2 A, the tuple (a 1 ; a 2 ; :::; a k ; T; MAX) is added to R xi , where T is the current time. For each d 2 D, there is a tuple in R xi whose rst k components constitute d, and whose end-time attribute has the value MAX; for this tuple, the value of the end-time attribute is changed to be T ? 1, where T is the current time. Now, it is easy to see that the query q i at some time t is a selection on R xi , followed by a projection. The selection is of the set of tuples for which the condition beg-time t end-time is satis ed. Then the attributes beg-time and end-time are projected out of the result.
It is implicit in the above discussion that tuples are never deleted from an auxiliary relation. When tuples are deleted from the database, only their end-time is updated in the auxiliary relation. However, for bounded temporal operators tuples can be deleted from the auxiliary relations. Intuitively, if a trigger condition refers only to the history in a time-window of 10 minutes, then tuples that were deleted from the database more than 10 minutes ago can also be deleted from the auxiliary relations. Our algorithm can be modi ed to take advantage of this optimization, but the details are beyond the scope of this paper.
Complexity issues
Here we will comment on the space and time complexities of our algorithm. We consider three di erent parameters for analyzing the complexity. These are the length of the trigger speci cation, called m, the length of the history, called n, and the size of view-history, called p. The length of the history is simply the total number of states in the history. The size of the view-history is de ned as the size of the materialized views when the trigger is entered, plus the total size of the updates to the views from the time the trigger is entered until it ends (i.e. until it res or until it is deleted as a result of the determination that it will never re). Note that both n and p increase with the length of the history.
The total space used by the algorithm consists of the auxiliary relations and the requirements graph. The size of the auxiliary relations is bounded by the view history, p. The requirements graph has n levels where each level corresponds to an update point,i.e. state. The number of or-nodes at any level can be bounded as follows. Corresponding to each requirement, there is at most one or-node at any level. Since each requirement consists of a subformula of the trigger speci cation f and an evaluation on the global variables appearing in it, the number of distinct requirments is bounded by the number of distinct subformulas of f multiplied by the number of distinct evaluations on the global variables. Since the number of global variables is bounded by m, the number of distinct evaluations is bounded by n m . From this, it follows that the number of or-nodes at any level is O(mn m ). Therefore the total number of or-nodes in the requirements graph is O(mn m+1 ). Also, each or-node has at most 4 m successor and-nodes. (This follows from the fact that the procedure comp-sets given in subsection 3.2 generates at most 4 m sets of requirements for each invocation. This is due to the fact that the evaluation in any requirement (g 0 ; 0 ) belonging to any set is uniquely determined by g 0 , the input requirement to the procedure, and the current state 
Past Temporal Logic PTL
In the previous sections we considered FTL as a language for specifying triggers. In this section we investigate the use of Past Temporal Logic (PTL) for speci cation of triggers. We also present an algorithm for monitoring triggers speci ed in this logic.
Model, Syntax and Semantics
The model that we use is same as that used in the case of FTL. A trigger in PTL is simply a PTL formula without any free global variables. We say that a history satis es a trigger f if the last state of the history satis es f with respect to the empty evaluation.
Examples
Below, we present some example triggers speci ed in PTL. The following trigger res if the current time is past 
Detection of PTL triggers
In this subsection, we outline an approach for detecting triggers speci ed in PTL. We also discuss some implementation and optimization techniques that can be applied.
Let f be the given trigger. The basic idea of the algorithm is to eliminate the temporal operators in each subformula g of the trigger f, and express each such subformula as a boolean expression involving results of database queries on past database states and global variables that appear free in g.
Let s 1 ; s 2 ; :::s i ; ::: be a database history where s i is the database state after the i th update since the trigger is entered. For each subformula g of f and for each i 1, we inductively de ne a boolean formula F g;i as follows. Note that of F g;i can be computed incrementally and inductively using the values of F g;i?1 and F h;i where h is a proper subformula of g. After computing F g;i for all subformulas g of f, the previous values F g;i?1 for di erent g can all be deleted.
The trigger detection algorithm operates as follows. After the i th update, it simply computes F g;i for each subformula g and res the trigger i the formula F f;i evaluates to true. Also, it discards the previous values F g;i?1 for each subformula g.
The following theorem can be proved by induction on i. THEOREM 4.1: The above algorithm res the trigger after the i th update i the formula f is satis ed at state s i .
We illustrate the operation of the above algorithm on the PAST-OVERLOAD trigger given by A 0 . For the purpose of exposition, we denote the formula A 0 by f and rewrite it as f = t time] x traffic(link1)] g where g = Previously h and h = traffic(link1) :5x^time t ? 10. In the operation of the algorithm we use the equivalences Previously h = true Since h. We consider the following history (same as the one used in subsection 3.3) where each database state is represented as a pair containing the value of traffic(link1) and time in that order. (10,1) (15,2) (18,5) (25,8)...
We give the values of F h;i ; F g;i and F f;i after simpli cation and rearrangement, for each i = 1; 2; 3 and 4. From the analysis, we see that F f;4 evaluates to true and the trigger gets red. It is to be noted that each of the formulas F g;i contains the results of database queries on previous database states. The values of these queries can be maintained in separate auxiliary relations (as in the implementation of FTL triggers) and the query values can be retrived from the auxiliary relations by a selection operation that uses time stamps. It is enough if these time stamps are maintained as part of the formulas F g;i . Also, the formulas F g;i can be maintained as an and-or graph as in the case of FTL. Clearly, the size of the formulas F g;i keeps growing with i, i.e. with the number of updates. We can use optimization techniques, similar to those used in case of FTL triggers, to reduce the size of the formulas F g;i .
Suppose g has a clause of the form t c where t is free global variable in g, c is a constant, and t is assigned the value of time, then we can use the following optimization technique. If the value of time in s i , is greater than c, then it clearly is the case that the clause t c will never get satis ed in the future. In this case, we can replace the clause t c by the constant false and simplify the formula. We illustrate this by considering the previous example for the following history. (10,1) (15,2) (18,5) (11,20) ... Since the value of time in the last state is 20, it should be obvious that F h;i for i = 1; 2; 3 will never be satis ed when t is substituted by any future values of time, and hence we can replace all these clauses by false and simplify F g;4 to get F g;4 = (t 30^x 22).
The above method applied to triggers formed using only bounded temporal operators, allows us to keep only bounded information from the past history.
Discussion
In this section, we will discuss various issues concerning our language and the processing algorithm.
External Events: In section 2 we indicated that external events, such as user-login, user-logout, transactionbegin and transaction-commit, can be easily handled in our model. This is achieved by having a special relation (or an object class), called EXT-EVENTS, which contains at any instance of time all the external events that occur at that time. We assume that the external events are instantaneous. This means that if the relation EXT-EVENTS is non-empty at any instance of time, then at the next-instance (i.e. the next clock tick) this relation will change. For example, if at time t, the relation EXT-EVENTS contains a tuple indicating the login of user X, then at time t + 1 this tuple will not be present in EXT-EVENTS. Now, consider the trigger| \the value of attribute A remains positive while user X is logged in". This is expressed by the following FTL formula:
Eventually (user-X-logs-in^(A > 0 Until user-X-logs-out))
In the above trigger user-X-logs-in and user-X-logs-out are queries on the relation EXT-EVENTS. They check for the existence of tuples that indicate the occurrence of the events login and logout of user X.
Reactivation of Triggers: In our algorithms for detecting the triggers, after a trigger is red the trigger is reactivated starting from the next database state as the rst state of the new history. The reactivation of the trigger from \scratch" means that detection of the trigger condition is more selective. For example, consider the trigger condition OVERLOAD mentioned in section 2 (this trigger is satis ed if the tra c on link1 doubles within ten minutes). Suppose that at time T the tra c is 100, and at time T +2 it is 200. Then at time T +2 the trigger will re and the user will be noti ed. Now, suppose that at the time instances T + 3 through T + 20 the tra c is 201. Then, the trigger will not re again during this period, although technically speaking, at time T + 3 the OVERLOAD condition is satis ed (because the tra c at T + 3 is at least double the value at T).
An alternative strategy, that detects all the \ rings" of the trigger, is to continue the previous activation instead of reactivating the trigger from the beginning. However, this approach may cause the ring of the trigger continuously in the above example, which may be undesirable. This can be avoided by attaching additional conditions to the the trigger speci cation. For example, we might add an auxiliary condition to the trigger, stating that there should be some minimum time di erence between successive rings of the trigger. This necessitates keeping an additional variable that records when a trigger was last red. This new variable needs to be updated appropriately by the temporal component.
The user may be allowed to select one of the two reactivation strategies discussed above.
Future Versus Past: In this paper, we have considered two di erent temporal logics| FTL which uses future operators and PTL which uses past temporal operators. It is to be noted that in both these cases we only consider the history from the time the trigger is entered or last re-activated, until the latest update.
From the point of view of expressiveness, it is well known that, when global variables are not used, both logics have the same expressive power. However, certain types of triggers can be speci ed concisely in FTL, while others can be concisely speci ed in PTL. For example, consider the FTL trigger given by the following formula, in which I; P1; P2; Q1 and Q2 are database predicates.
Eventually (I^g) where g is given by the following formula (P1 Until Q1) and (P2 Until Q2).
Intuitively, the above trigger states that there is a future instance when I is satis ed, and from that point onward P1 Until Q1 holds and P2 Until Q2 holds. The trigger is to be red when the later of Q1 and Q2 is satis ed. Speci cation of the above trigger in PTL is more complex. It has to consider the di erent orders in which Q1 and Q2 are satis ed. If there are k conjuncts in g (rather than two), then the length of the equivalent PTL formula is exponential in k. Similarly, there are PTL triggers that do not have a concise speci cation in FTL.
For future research, it will be interesting to investigate logics that permit the use of both, future and past operators in the same trigger.
Transactions: Next we comment on the coupling between the database update and the resulting temporal- . We assume that the execution of the condition-action part is decoupled from the application transaction (it can be argued that this assumption is natural for conditions which are temporal triggers). Therefore, we assume that each invocation of the temporal component is executed as a separate transaction. The execution of the action part of the rule can be part of the transaction corresponding to the invocation of the temporal component, or it can be a separate transaction. Note that for future trigger monitoring, the action part is regarded as an application transaction.
Our method is as follows. At any time, for each trigger, there is at most one temporal-component invocation executing in the system. Furthermore, there is one temporal-component invocation per transaction. The invocation of the temporal-component on behalf of transaction T, gets the commit-time of T as a parameter. The invocation of the temporal component can be modi ed to process all the triggers a ected by T at the same time.
In case of heavy application-transactions activity, the number of completed invocations of the temporalcomponent may increasingly fall behind the number of committed application-transactions. In other words, the number of pending invocations of the temporal component may grow unboundedly. We propose to solve this performance problem by rede ning an update to be the set of changes of multiple committed transactions. More speci cally, whenever the number of pending temporal-component invocations increases beyond some threshold, then we replace all the pending invocations by a single invocation, which considers the changes of all the corresponding application-transactions to be a single update. According to the model, this update must have a unique occurrence time. This can be, for example, the commit time of the last application transaction. Therefore, this scheme trades o precision for performance (precision is compromised since the occurrence time of some changes is modi ed).
There are other systems issues to be investigated here, which will be the subjects of future research.
Generic Triggers: This comment concerns the collective speci cation of multiple triggers in one formula.
Such a collective speci cation is called a generic trigger. For example, suppose that the user needs to specify one OVERLOAD trigger for every link located in Chicago; the trigger for that link should re when the tra c on the link doubles within 10 minutes. Our language can support generic triggers by allowing free database variables 5 in the de nition of a trigger (recall that, according to our de nition, a trigger is a formula without any free variables).
Then, di erent no-free-variable-triggers can be created, one for each assignment of values to the free variables. Therefore, a generic trigger is speci ed by a query on the database state, and a trigger with free variables. For example, the above generic trigger is speci ed by the free-variable-trigger: 4 As mentioned in the introduction, a temporal trigger forms the condition part of a rule. 5 These free variables can also be used in the speci cation of the action part of a rule.
Eventually ( x traffic(y)]
Eventually ? within?10 (traffic(y) 2x)) together with the query q de ned as: \RETRIEVE y where location(y) = Chicago". Initially, a no-free-variable-trigger will be generated for each value of y retrieved by the query q on the initial database state. Subsequently, if the view de ned by q changes, e.g. some new links located in Chicago are added, and some existing links located in Chicago are deleted. Then new triggers are activated, corresponding to the new values added to the view; and old triggers are deactivated, corresponding to the values deleted from the view.
Since multiple triggers corresponding to one generic trigger share the global variable, they can use the same auxiliary relations (see subsection 3.5). Also, the processing algorithm can be modi ed to handle all the triggers corresponding to one generic-trigger more e ciently than handling each one independently.
Aggregates: Another issue is how to use aggregates over time in trigger conditions. For example, we may want to de ne a trigger that res if the average value of tra c(link1) in one hour time exceeds a certain threshold. Clearly, we cannot specify this in FTL or in PTL right now. However, we can easily modify the logics and the detection algorithms to allow terms that return some simple aggregate values. For example, we can use an aggregate function de ned as SUM OF X FROM f where X is a database variable and f is nontemporal database predicate; this function, at any state in the history, returns the sum of the values of X from the last time when the database predicate f was satis ed. Further research is required on specifying and handling more complex aggregate functions that use temporal predicates as part of the aggregates, i.e. when f is a temporal formula.
Current Project Status: We have implemented the temporal component for a subset of the language FTL.
The implementation is on top of the Sybase DBMS. The implementation consists of two subsystems. The rst subsystem takes as an input an FTL trigger and de nes a set of Sybase update triggers. When any of these triggers is red by Sybase, then the second subsystem is invoked. This subsystem maintains the requirements sets and detects the satisfaction of the FTL trigger.
Observe that for the implementation of our trigger processing mechanism, it is not necessary that the underlying database system supports materialized views. We have made the assumption in the paper for the purpose of ease of exposition. Also observe that this implementation does not necessitate any modi cation to the Sybase code.
Comparison to Relevant Literature
First Order Logic: Query languages based on First Order Logic (FOL), such as SQL, can also be used to specify temporal triggers. In this case each relation, or type, must be augmented with the time attribute, and there must be separate relations containing a representation of the current external events. FTL and PTL are more intuitive since time is an attribute with special properties, e.g., it is monotonically increasing, and these logics have special operators for dealing with time naturally (i.e. the way it is used in natural language). Additionally, the triggers speci ed in FTL or PTL allow us to identify the least amount of information that needs to be saved over time in order to monitor the trigger, and to perform the monitoring incrementally. On the other hand, the FOL approach does not enable the easy identi cation of such minimal amount of information from the speci cation, and is not naturally amenable to incremental processing.
The following example illustrates the above point. Consider the simple FTL formula (P Until Q). In First
Order Logic (FOL) this is expressed as: 9t t starttime^Q(t)^8t 0 f(starttime t 0 < t) ) P(t 0 )g] where starttime is the time when the trigger is entered. It is easy to see that the FOL formula is more complicated. It is also di cult to determine the past-database information that has to be saved in order to determine satisfaction of the trigger, and how to minimize this information. A straightforward way to evaluate the above trigger is to save the value of P and Q each time they change, and to evaluate the formula from scratch over this history of changes; the evaluation is performed after each change. On the other hand, our algorithm evaluates the FTL formula as follows. When the trigger is entered the algorithm checks whether the current database state satis es Q. If so, the trigger is satis ed. Otherwise, the algorithm checks whether P is satis ed. If not, the formula is false (will never be satis ed). If P is satis ed, the above procedure is repeated after the next database update which changes either P or Q. Therefore, clearly, no information has to be saved from one database state to the next, However, the subformula (load(link1) 0:5x) in the above formula is not domain independent, since, for any given value of load(link1), it is satis ed by an in nite number of values of x. Hence, this trigger canot be processed using the algorithm given in 4, 5].
Also, Chomicki's logic and processing method are strongly tied to the relational model. The reason is that in his logic temporal operators are embedded in relational-database queries. In contrast, in FTL and in PTL database queries are functions that do not have temporal operators. For example, query1 in the quanti er x query1 ] is not allowed to have temporal operators, thus it is speci ed in the language of (and processed by) the underlying DBMS. Therefore, the expressive power of our language depends on the expressive power of the query language of the underlying DBMS. Additionally, although we have assumed the existence of materialized views that have been studied particularly for the relational model, the concept of a materialized view applies to other data models as well.
Another di erence between our approach and Chomicki's is that we concentrate on issues of maintaining triggers in active databases, whereas he concentrates on maintaining integrity constraints. Thus, we address the issues of trigger reactivation, integration with the transaction system, etc., which are not addressed in his works.
Finally, the length of the speci cations of triggers in Chomicki's language is often proportional to the value of time constants in the trigger. This is obviously undesirable. For example, consider the following trigger: Events A, B, and C occur in this order, within 60 minutes. The only way to express this trigger in the logic of 5] is as follows: (B occurs within 1 minute before C , and A occurs within 59 minutes before B), or (B occurs within 2 minutes before C, and A occurs within 58 minutes before B), or... ,or (B occurs within 59 minutes before C, and A occurs within 1 minute before B). This speci cation will have 60 clauses. The above trigger can be expressed more concisely in the logic of 4]; however, the processing method of 4] is not space e cient, since it uses unbounded past temporal operators (the purpose of 5] is to rectify this problem). In contrast, the following FTL formula concisely expresses the above trigger, and it is processed by our algorithm (with the optimization given in subsection 3.4) in a space e cient way.
A and T currenttime]
Eventually (B and Eventually (C and currenttime T + 60) )
In the above formula T is a global variable and currenttime is a database variable that gives the value of the time. The above formula states that if A is satis ed in the current state and T has the value of currenttime, then eventually B occurs, followed by C; additionally, at the occurrence of C the value of currenttime is less than or equal to T + 60.
The work presented in 22, 23] considers temporal logic with future operators for specifying dynamic integrity constraints. In this work a procedure for maintenance of the integrity for a subset of the logic is given. This logic, called Propositional Temporal Logic, does not allow any rst order quanti ers. Our logic is more expressive because it allows quanti ers. In addition, the model used in 22, 23] does not have time stamps associated with the database states. Due to this, they can specify the relative order of occurrences of di erent events, but cannot easily specify absolute timing properties of events, such as| event B occurs within 10 minutes after the occurrence of event A.
Event Expressions: Event expressions (EE) is another interesting formalism for specifying temporal triggers 14, 15] . Event expressions are based on regular expressions. They consider the basic events to be the letters of the alphabet, and the expression de nes the order in which these basic events occur. The trigger speci ed by the regular expression "A B C" will re if A occurs, followed by B, followed by C. Regular-expressions and temporal-logic are two di erent and widely-accepted formalisms for the speci cation and veri cation of concurrent programs. While the former is algebraic based, the latter is logic based.
An event expression is processed by constructing a nite-state automaton. Since event expressions use all the operators of regular expressions and also use negations, it can easily be shown (see 35] ) that the size of the automaton can be superexponential in the length of the event-expression, even when variables ( called attribute values in the terminology of 15]) are not used. In this case, the space complexity of our algorithm does not su er from this super exponential blow up.
In this paper, we concentrated on specifying and e ciently processing the absolute timing properties. Our main algorithm together with the proposed optimizations (given in section 3.4) maintain the least amount of information needed for monitoring the trigger. In contrast, 14, 15] do not explicitly address the speci cation of absolute timing properties. One may speculate that in order to specify absolute timing properties of events in EE, one needs to assume a special clock-tick event, i.e., a special event that occurs at every clock-tick. However, it is not clear how to e ciently process such EE expressions.
Another di erence between our logics and EE is that 14, 15] do not discuss temporal properties of database predicates (e.g. "attribute A is 50"); they concentrate on external events. Although it is possible that such predicates can be incorporated in the language, it is not readily apparent how to do so.
Our work also addresses systems issues such as transactions, no-update triggers, etc.
Other work on Triggers in Active Databases: The other relevant work is the work on active databases (e.g. 8, 9, 7, 18] ), on triggers 6, 11, 26] , and on rule-languages 21, 28, 30, 39, 20] . These works lack the temporal component in the following sense. They concentrate on the speci cation of triggers that involve two database states: the current one, and the previous one. In contrast, in this paper we address the more general temporal aspects in triggers.
Temporal Databases: The other database literature area that is relevant to our paper is temporal databases 33, 34, 32, 29] . The main di erence between the present work and the work on temporal databases is that FTL is designed for triggers given a priori, whereas the latter is designed for ad hoc queries. Moreover, the work on temporal databases usually assumes an explicit time-attribute in the relation schemas, and proposes query languages with temporal capabilities. In this work we do not assume any explicit time attribute associated with relations or objects of the database. Of course, such an attribute can be automatically added by the DBMS to each relation schema, or object type. Then the prior work can be used by having the DBMS create a time-stamped snapshot of the database (or of the relation, or of the tuple, or of the attribute-value) at each update. This is the approach taken in 19]. This approach is reasonable when the updates are infrequent, and the DBMS should support any query on the past history. However, when the database is updated frequently, as in the case of real-time monitor-and-control applications, maintaining the whole past history is not feasible. In our case, the triggers are given a priori. We identify and save only the information of the database history that is relevant to the determination of whether or not the trigger will be satis ed in the future. Furthermore, we discard obsolete information (for example, for the trigger "the value of attribute X increases by 50% in 10 minutes", information becomes obsolete after 10 minutes). Regular query languages, that are designed to cope with arbitrary queries on the database history, are not equipped to make use of information in prede ned triggers.
Another distinction is that most of the existing works on temporal databases concentrate on the relational model (see for example, 31, 19]), and add quali ers to handle the temporal aspects of the database. In contrast, as explained above, FTL is independent of the underlying data model.
In 37] another logic called Temporal Calculus was proposed as a query language for temporal databases.
However, our logic is more expressive than Temporal Calculus due to the capability to nest the temporal operators and the assignment quanti ers. For example, consider the trigger that states the following condition: In a period of one hour, whenever the tra c on link1 doubles in an update, then the tra c on link2 also doubles in the same update. In section 2 we demonstrated that this trigger can be expressed in our language; however, it cannot be expressed in the Temporal Calculus of 37] since it lacks the assignment quanti er. Also, we have presented a method for evaluating trigger conditions, whereas no such method is given in 37].
Work on Temporal Logic in other areas: There has also been work on interval logic 27] and maintenance of temporal databases in Arti cial Intelligence 10] . However, the emphasis of this research is on the inference of temporal knowledge, rather than the speci cation of temporal constraints.
The assignment quanti er that we use is similar to the freeze quanti er de ned in 17].
